
WEEK 1: Name game/attention 
! Puppy Habituation: CD Thunderstorms) 
!Luring:  The technique/demo sit-down-stand,  Puppy Push-ups!  
Play time 5 min 
!BASICS: Come with collar grabs/treat 
!IMPULSE CONTROL: Leave-it-find it DEMO 1. Closed fist 2. Open fist, then class practice 
!Leash walking: Focused walking - with slack in the leash.   
Play time 5 min 
!PROBLEMS: Resource Guarding-food bowl exercises: approach empty bowl, food in bowl, fingers 
in bowl, touching while eating - body language: accelerated eating, freezing up/stop eating, hard 
eyes, growling, lip lifting, snapping biting, trades-for preventative with toys and bones.  

                                                    # of puppies                                    No show 
WEEK 2: Collar grab 
! Greeting on tether Puppy Habituation: CD kids during 
!Handling Exercises: Vet exam- DEMO head to toe touch /treat- muzzle, ears, feet, tail-rear end, 
collar- emphasize the touch is first to make the yippie association 
Play time 5 min 
!LEASH WALKING/Pulling: DISCUSS HARNESS: for pulling be like a tree or turn around, 
reward eye contact and position (not focus or loose leash demo) 
! Emergency backup: (Party) Condition the treats first then add word-not typical come.  
FOR THOSE WHAT IFs -drop the leash, run towards the street, out of harness 
!SOCIALIZATION - Positive experiences/Puppies should meet at least 100 people by 16 weeks, 
places and and things and of course dogs! 
Play time 5 min 
!IMPULSE CONTROL: Tug/Give/Trade rules: 1) Toy is yours, 2) Play starts on cue, 3) Give/drop on 
cue, 4) Teeth on had game over. 
 
                                             # of puppies                                     No show 
WEEK 3: Name game/attention 
!Greeting on tether CD/Dog) 
Impulse Control: Wait - doesn't have to sit. Release word (door, street corner, crate, stairs).  
Play time 5 min 
BASICS: Down: Reinforce for doing naturally. Lure from sit, a stand, and under leg. 
!PROBLEMS: Mouthing/Biting- skin and clothing use food toys,/puzzles /brain development/
enrichment/appropriate chew outlet,  time outs, no playing with hands 
Play time 5 min 
!BASICS:Come: Long leash, discuss why important for follow through/reliable recall with practice 
!PROBLEMS:Adolescent memory loss- starts 5-6 months to 18 months-fear periods, be patient 
HANDLING:Pass the puppy-5 - 6 pass clockwise  with treats-(not shy puppies)  
                                                
                                                # of puppies            No show  
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WEEK 4: Collar grab 
! Greeting on tether (DS/CC: Children Noise CD) 
!IMPULSE CONTROL: Settle and mild restraint poses, baby position in lap, laying on belly and side. 
Use food to make it positive  
Play time 5 min 
!Leash Walking: focused walking;  Helps with attention/pulling - reward eye contact and position 
 !BASICS:Stay with release word-start with sit with release -then introduce the cue stay 
!PROBLEMS: Chewing- Everything Else - emphasize confinement, management, supervision, bitter 
apple not affective, use stuffed food toys for appropriate chewing activity. 
Play time 5 min 
!Come: reinforce for coming naturally every day. When they are coming towards you anyway! 
(When you feed, going for a walk or play)  
DS/CC Hula hoops, road cones, skate board, balance disc, wobble board-  with treats 

                                             # of puppies                                             No show 

Week 5: Name game/attention 
! Greeting on tether DS/CC: Thunder/Fireworks CD 
!Problems: Barking: ABC’s (Alert,Bossy,Chase Away) Why is your dog barking? Anxiety related 
Play time 5 min 
!IMPULSE CONTROL: Stay--Release word - All Done, go, free, release, break, ok 
!PROBLEMS: Separation Anxiety-importance of spending time alone/physical barrier, low key 
greetings. 
Play time 5 min 
!BASICS: Sit Game from a distance, change context of sit,   
!Handling/Grooming/Nail trimming-importance of treat and touch feet, equipment, anatomy of nail  

                                              # of puppies                                                No show 
Week 6: Collar grab/ 
! Greeting on tether DS/DC; Kitchen Noise CD 
!Diet & Exercise:-no free feeding, food toys / Exercise - 2-3 30 min sessions, 
Play time 5 min 
!Impulse Control: Wait- uses door, gates, crate, car, street corners 
 !Problems Chewing-Management/supervision/food toys to redirect,  Non-Chew Products don’t 
work 
!Basics: Targeting (hand) and treat fetching 
Play time 5 min 
!Handling: Peanut butter tooth brushing/gentle  
!Impulse Control: Settle, say settle, either calmly pet or step on leash and ignore-toy can be given. 
Sometimes live is boring! (Not collar grab) 
!DS/DC  vacuum  
                                                 # of puppies                                             No show 
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